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As soon as we have a menu for Cu from Halton, we will publish it here. In the meantime, feel free to take a look
at the menus in the surrounding area. Or help us by uploading a photo of the menu here. What User likes about

Cu:
The service was very good. Sunday lunch was excellent,2 lamb,1 beef. Very tasty and both meats top quality.
We usually have Sunday lunch at a restaurant we frequent in Cheshire, but we can all honestly say this meal

was better. Nice atmosphere but as we ate early it was quiet but by the time we left the restaurant was very busy.
read more. In nice weather you can even be served in the outdoor area, And into the accessible spaces also

come clientele with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Cu:
Just a short review, I visited as usual for my company's xmas dinner, it was average. Considering this is

supposed to be a high class hotel, obviously the chefs arn't. The turkey and beef were ok, not great, but the rest
of the lunch was below par. I only go to see old work colleagues, certainly not the food and if I were paying I'd be
pretty upset with the standard. If it was up to me I'd go somewhere else but obvio... read more. At Cu in Halton,

there's a diverse brunch in the morning where you can eat as much as you want enjoy, Those who are
passionate about the British cuisine will enjoy the large diversity of traditional dishes and indulge in the taste of

England.
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Sid� dishe�
MASHED POTATOES

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

TURKEY

STEAK

CHICKEN BREAST

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

BEEF

CHICKEN

POTATOES

BEANS

EGGS

GREEN BEANS

SENF
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